Reelcraft’s Reel Configurator

Large Frame Reels
1/2" to 3" I.D.; hose lengths to 610’ and more

Reelcraft’s new reel configurator quickly and accurately quotes large frame reels. Simply answer a few questions about your reel needs and the configurator can instantly quote your reel. It will also create a 3D model from which a sales drawing and bill of material can be generated that can be sent out for your review. The new configurator allows for shorter lead times for large frame reels and increases the accuracy of the available combinations of reel options.

Improved response time
The configurator has greatly improved our response time to the customer. The traditional 2-3 day quote time has been reduced to only 20 minutes.

More accurate quotes
The configurator’s rules based system eliminates incompatibilities and increases the accuracy of the available combinations of reel options. It will also create a 3D model from which a sales drawing and bill of material can be generated that can be sent out for your review.

Reduced product lead time
The improved response time and quote procedure have also decreased the product lead time. The standard 4-6 week product lead time can be reduced to a mere 2-3 weeks with most configured products.

Current capacity
The configurator currently covers 85% of the standard large frame reels sold and manufactured by Reelcraft with hose I.D.’s ranging from 1/2” to 3”. More sizes will become available as released.

For an accurate quote, please advise:
1. Product to be handled such as air, oil, water, etc.
2. Maximum operating pressure in PSI.
3. Hose inside diameter (I.D.) and length.
4. Desired drive type such as hand crank, electric motor, air motor, etc.
5. Any special or additional accessories needed.

NOTE: Not all options are available in every combination. All large frame reels are supplied without hose. Reelcraft’s configured reels and custom reels are built to order and not returnable.

Contact Reelcraft to configure a reel for your application!

Custom Capabilities
Don’t see what you need? Reelcraft’s engineered products group custom builds to your specifications.

• Very few size and weight constraints
• Special finishes / paint options
• Various drive types
• Wide range of pressures

Customer Service: 1.855.634.9109
All Other Calls: 1.800.444.3134